NCAR|UCAR Diversity and Inclusion Statement

At NCAR|UCAR, we must create an environment of full inclusion - a supportive and welcoming workplace that values all individuals and their perspectives, contributions, and ideas in the pursuit of NCAR|UCAR’s mission. In order to achieve our goal of innovative, world-leading science and engineering, we recognize that being inclusive of diversity in our workforce is a fundamental requirement.

Diversity requires the recruitment, development and retention of individuals with different perspectives, experiences, and values. These include but are not limited to the dimensions and intersections of race, ethnicity, gender identity and expression, sexual orientation, socio-economic status, age, physical abilities, neurodiversity, body shape and size, veteran status, religious beliefs, political beliefs, country of origin, discipline, job category, education level, cultural background, and marital and parental status.

At NCAR|UCAR, our goal is to build a diverse and inclusive workforce and workplace environment.

The Critical Importance of Diversity and Inclusion at NCAR|UCAR

As a global leader in the development of climate and weather science, NCAR/UCAR is tasked with observing, modeling, assessing, and helping to mitigate the impacts of global climate change, severe weather, and solar storms, all of which affect the global community. This task requires talented and committed teams working together to build innovative solutions that can be disseminated to a broad community. An essential component of these teams is the full inclusion and participation of individuals from a broad diversity of backgrounds, who bring a range of perspectives, values, and tools to bear on major scientific problems.

A plethora of research shows the power of diverse groups in tackling complex problems. Groups with diverse membership find solutions that are more innovative, creative, and responsive to complex problems, promote higher-order thinking amongst the group, and have even been shown to outperform homogeneous groups comprised of the highest performing individuals (Antonio et al, 2004; Page, 2007; Sommers, 2007; Phillips, 2014). Page (2007) notes that not only does casting a wider recruitment net increase the chances of finding exceptional candidates, it also helps us leverage the enormous power brought by a diverse team: “In choosing a team, admitting a class, or hiring employees, our concern should not be the average ability of the people hired, chosen, or admitted. Our concern should be the collective performance, which depends as much on collective diversity as it does on individual ability. The belief that the best group consists of the best individual people rests on faulty logic. Instead, the best collections contain people who are both diverse and capable.” This measured power of diverse teams carries over into scientific publications: diverse author groups publish in higher quality journals and receive higher citation rates than scientists in homogeneous teams (Freeman & Huang, 2014). Put simply, diversity in our workforce is a scientific imperative if we are to continue to lead the world in our fields of research.

From a business perspective, UCAR and NCAR have many reasons to embrace diversity as an institutional imperative. In studies of industry, companies with greater workforce diversity and inclusion have been found to have higher profits, and increased innovation compared to those with a homogeneous workforce (Herring, 2009; Forbes, 2011; McKinsey, 2015). More relevant to our organization is the finding that employees who feel that they work in a fully inclusive and culturally competent environment, where their diverse identities and contributions are valued, are happier, more productive, and suffer fewer physical and mental health issues (Goffee & Jones, 2013; Hitlan et al. 2006; Nadal, 2011). They are also less likely to leave the organisation for another job (McKay et al. 2007), which also creates financial and
intellectual savings by decreasing hiring searches, reducing time spent training new employees, and increasing the retention of institutional knowledge. While recruiting diverse talent requires an up-front time and financial investment, in the long term, it pays for itself as recruitment and retention becomes easier as an institution becomes known for a welcoming and inclusive workplace environment (Dalbotten et al. 2014). In the non-profit sector, the alignment between employees’ values and organizational mission is referred to as mission valence and it has been shown to improve performance, recruitment, and satisfaction; especially, when linked to identities whether collective or individual (Wright et al., 2012). Businesses, the military, and universities are pouring huge resources into increasing diversity because they understand that it brings enormous business and educational benefits, not just because they believe it is the right thing to do.

The power of diversity is further amplified when we turn to societal impacts of our work. The communities most at risk when faced with severe weather and climate extremes are those who are traditionally underrepresented in the sciences - primarily people of color, and those from low socio-economic communities, with limited resources to commit to mitigation strategies. This is true in both the developed and developing world (Adger, 2006). Empowering all communities to be part of a global solution to weather and climate extremes is essential: anthropologists have documented how science and technology introduced into communities as creative solutions fail without an understanding of the cultural and social aspects of those communities, and how “…public uptake of science depends primarily upon the trust and credibility public groups are prepared to invest in scientific institutions and representatives” (Wynne, 1992). This is vital to understand in the context of racial disparities in public trust of science, where communities of color report lower trust of science and scientists than white communities (Sewell, 2015; NAP, 2015). We cannot develop solutions for climate change or severe weather mitigation without an understanding of, or the trust of, the communities we’re trying to reach. Without creating teams of scientists from a broad range of backgrounds who are invested in focusing on diverse regions and problems, we cannot hope to gain credibility and build trust with at-risk portions of society. Furthermore, teams that seek to serve underrepresented or marginalized identities will be more successful in developing ideas that reflect the cultural and social aspects of those communities if identities are shared, thereby maximizing uptake of solutions (Conner, 2016).

Finally, increasing diversity and inclusion of our workforce and of our fields are goals that are included explicitly in our current strategic plans for UCAR and NCAR, and mandated by our primary funding agency, the NSF, which includes diversity in its strategic plan as a strategic objective (G1/02) and as a core strategy (National Science Foundation Strategic Plan for 2014-2018). Feedback from the NSF Site Visits in 2016 provides a strong recommendation for increasing the diversity and inclusivity of our workforce, for all the reasons outlined above. In describing the future NCAR, the authors of the so-called Blue Book outlined the need for ‘manpower development’ with the stated intent to develop and provide the ‘diversity of talents’ needed not only by NCAR but also by communities at large (University Committee on Atmospheric Research, 1959, p. 67). While the writers of this time did not use the word diversity in the modern sense, they did scope NCAR to train and deliver needed scientific talent in a range of disciplines for institutions and communities across the nation. To this end, the authors specifically recommended that NCAR staff should include visiting or rotational scientists that would learn and transfer new knowledge and ways of conducting science across the country (University Committee on Atmospheric Research, 1959). Inclusive diversity is fundamental to that goal.

As our nation and the field of geosciences grow more diverse, we find ourselves in a position of enormous potential and opportunity, with the best minds and most diverse perspectives our field has ever seen, poised to drive innovation and creativity to solve our most difficult problems. We have a responsibility and opportunity here at NCAR|UCAR to be world leaders in creating the environment where this innovation and potential can be realized.
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